Streamline Software

What is Streamline?

What we do
GMDH Streamline is a purposeful demand forecasting
and inventory planning solution

Who we are
Launched in 2009, GMDH is a leading international provider of
business forecasting solutions

How it works
01/ Connect the company’s data
02/ Forecast demand
03/ Plan future activities
04/ Create optimal supply plans
05/ Generate purchase orders and reports

Industries we work with
Wholesalers - Manufacturers - Retailers
Beauty

Automotive

Pharmacy

Food and
beverages

E-commerce

Fashion

Speciﬁc features

* Seasonality and trend detection
* Purchase plans for manufacturers
* Shelf life
* Intermittent demand model
* Sales channels
* Planning by style, model, size, colour, new products

Why Streamline
Easy to use

Rapid data processing

Excel users are proﬁcient enough to use
Streamline.

About 2,000 000 planning items are processed
within a few seconds.

Forecast accuracy
We use innovative forecasting techniques that
dramatically improve accuracy and at the
same time doesn't require you to be a
statistician to use it. Forecasts are created for
each SKU in each location and can be easily
ﬁne-tuned on a category level.

Flexibility

Automation

Reasonable price

Automated inventory replenishment saves
your time and helps to focus on other
important things.

Our software provides value having abilities
that much more expensive solutions do not
oﬀer.

Forecasts can be created by diﬀerent
categories, inventory sizes, diﬀerent time
horizons (weekly, monthly) etc.

Our customers

Testimonials

“

Streamline has made a major diﬀerence in our forecasting and manufacturing planning. The ease
of use, ﬂexibility, and accuracy has far exceeded our expectations. Streamline has helped take our
forecasting accuracy from average to world class; which has a very positive bottom line impact. In
addition to Streamline being a great tool for us, the customer service we receive is second to none:
its impressive. The time invested in learning our business, our model, and our people has been
greatly appreciated and shows in the results.

”

Eric Tewey
Vice President at Swisher International

“

We at United Bible Societies have been looking for a tool to help our national oﬃces worldwide do
inventory analysis, demand forecasting and inventory planning and replenishment.
Finding Streamline was a hit in the bull’s eye, since it integrates all of these functions in one single
application at a very aﬀordable cost.
In addition to the excellent functionality and ease of use the customer service we have received
from Streamline has been superb.
No eﬀort was too much for Streamline in trying to understand our context and helping address
our speciﬁc needs.

”

Ralph Libier, CSCP
Global Supply Chain Coordinator at United Bible Societies

Case study
OVERVIEW
Industry - Beauty
157 SKUs
Lead Time - 90-120 days

CHALLENGES
01/ Account for multiple POs in transition when they plan their next purchase
02/ Reduce customer complaints (stockouts)
03/ Kits forecasting

Case study
RESULTS аfter one year of use
Days to sell reduced by 38 days (-36%)
Revenue growth + 60%

Sep 2017 - 106 days
Sep 2018 - 68 days
Expected stockout value reduced -91%
Sep 2017 - $477,178
Sep 2018 - $42,808
Inventory value increased only +27% while
revenue increased +60%
Sep 2017 - $299,335
Sep 2018 - $378,834

Case study

SOLUTIONS
Streamline software implementation start - September 2017
3 weeks remote implementation
Bi-directional integration with the company’s ERP system
2 trainings (one generic training and one company speciﬁc
training)

Value we bring

Money - prevents you from frozen capital, lost revenue and margin loss.

Time - saves your time and helps make better decisions with one click.

Flexibility - allows you to forecast and group by diﬀerent categories,
brands, locations, customers, etc.
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